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CATS ILLUSTRATED  
Harvey has been seen being petted!  

	 After some serious information digging, a photo has been found of 
Harvey being petted. Harvey was very content at the time, and this has 
raised the concern/thought that Harvey might not want to go back to the 
wild. 


	 “I wouldn’t go as far to believe that Harvey wants to be adopted,” 
says North, a multi species behaviorist and Harvey’s son, “I’d say that Harvey 
would be okay with being adopted.”


	 Makenna, Harvey’s confirmed love, has expressed her opinion that if 
Harvey is going to be adopted, she would like to be adopted too. Harvey will 
need company from cats if he is to be adopted into a human family. The thought of Harvey being 
adopted alone haunts North and Makenna at night. When the press got ahold of this video though, 
a team of reporters was sent to Harvey’s home to interview him about the video. Harvey did not 
answer the door. When North paid him a visit in the afternoon, Harvey was looking embarrassed as 
if he had been taped doing something that many cats were concerned about. North and Harvey 
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talked about how they had both been 
stroked by humans, and how 
embarrassing it could feel when it was on 
tape. Harvey has just noticed that his 
conversation with North has been being 
recorded. He is stalking toward the 
window where I am hiding with the 
camera. I am running away. Harvey is 
chasing me. I stop recording. 


	 In the photo on the left, Harvey, 
North, and Rudyjudy are butt to butt to 
butt. “I don’t want that to be the last silly 
photo we take,” says Rudyjudy 
emotionally, “I wanted to try a pyramid 
with 3 cats, but if Harvey gets adopted, we 
can’t do that!”


	 	 A lot of cats have taken a hard hit with the thought that Harvey 
might be adopted and taken away forever, especially Harvey’s friends and family. 
“Harvey makes that best waffles for North,” exclaims Reposado, “and North gives 
me what he can’t eat! North could eat the waffles forever, but he has to leave at 
7:30 in the morning for behaviorist business. He usually leaves me a third of the 
waffles - 4. But if Harvey isn’t there to make them, well then no waffles for anyone!”


	 	 “When I go out secretly to buy alcohol, I always make sure that 
Harvey can watch my kittens,” says Juliet, who is supposed have given up alcohol, 
“I always come back to find my kittens tucked into bed, and a warm dinner waiting 

for me when I come back! Harvey’s the best 
kittensitter that a mother can ask for!


	 “When Reposado started to play rough with me,” says Coffee, 
Harvey’s late son, “Harvey taught me a move that even Reposado 
didn’t know! Reposado still hasn’t figured out how I do it! Harvey 
makes sure that I feel safe in my home!”


	 A lot of cats don’t want Harvey to be adopted for many 
different reasons. When Harvey heard about all the cats who loved 
and depended on him, he decided not to try for adoption. 


	 Subscribe again to hear more about Harvey’s possible 
adoption! 
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“All cats have 
been stroked or 
petted by 
humans some 
time in their 
lives!” 

- STRIPY, A PEACEMAKER


	Harvey has been seen being petted!

